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AN EXTENSION OF THE FUGLEDE-PUTNAM 

THEOREM TO A：-QUASIHYPONORMAL OPERATORS

Kyo II Shin and Hyung Koo Cha

Abstract. 호he Fulgede-Putnam theorem asserts as if A and B are 
operators and X is an operator such that AX = XB* then

A* X = XB*. In this paper, we show that if A is fc-quasihyponormal 
and B* is invertible A:-quasihyponormal such that AX — XB for a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator X , then 4*X = XB*.

1. Introduction

Let be a separable complex Hilbert space and the ^-algebra 
of all bounded linear operators acting on H. An operator T in is 
called normal if T*T = TT*, hyponormal if T*T > TT*, quasihypo- 
normal if T* (T*T—TT*)T > 0 and k—quasihyponormal for a positive 
integer k if T*fc(T*T - TT*)Tfe > 0 which is equivalent to |0서%|| > 
||T*Tfcx|| fo호 all x in H. It is well known that the following inclusion 
relations of the classes of nonnormal operators defined above are as 
follows and they are proper ([5],[6],[9]);

Normal Hyponormal 을 Quasihyponormal 誓 fc-Quasihyponormal.

The classical Fuglede-Putnam theorem is as follows :
Theorem 1.1. If A and B are normal operators and if X is an 

operator such that AX = XB〉then A*X = XB*.
Originally, so called, Fuglede-Putnam theorem has been initiated by 

Fuglede in [4] under the condition A = B in Theorem 1.1 and one year 
after Putnam relaxed the condition in [8].

In [2], S. K. Berbe호ian extended the Fuglede-Putnam theorem as 
follows •
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose 4 B> X are operators in Hilbert space 
such that AX = XB. Assume also that X is an operator of Hilbert- 
Schmidt class. Then 4*X = XB* under either of the following hy
potheses :

(1) A and B* are hyponormal;
(2) B is invertible and ||A|| < 1.

In [5], T. Furuta relaxes the hypotheses on A and B in Theorem 1.2 
at the cost of requiring X to be of Hilbert-Schmidt class as follows :

Theorem 1.3. Suppose A,B and X are operators on the Hilbert 
space H such that AX = XB. Assume also that X is an operator 
of Hilbert-Schmidt class. Then A*X = XB* under any one of the 
following hypotheses :

(1) A is k-quasihyponormal and B* is invertible hyponormal
(2) A is quasihyponormal and B* is invertible hyponormal.

In this paper, we show that the hyponormality of B* in Theorem 
1.3 can be relaxed by the A:-quasihyponormality of B*.

2. The main theorem

Let T be an operator in £(7Y) and suppose that (en} is an orthonor
mal basis for H. We define the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T to be

oo
께2 =(E l|Ten||2)<

n=l

This definition is independent of the choice of an orthonormal basis 
([3],[7]).

If ||刊2 < oo, 꼬 is said to be a Hilbert — Schmidt operator. By 
3z(亢)we define the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H. Let 
Si(W) = {C = AB \ A, B e 但(处)}. Then operators belonging to 

are called trace class operators. If {en} is an orthonormal basis 
for 7Y , we define a linear functional tr : Bi (7Z) —> C by

oo
t尸(C) =〉: V Ce，n,〉아I，〉>

n=l
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then the definition of tr(C) does not depend on the choice of an or
thonormal basis and tr(C) is called the trace of C ([3],[7]). The fol
lowing theorem in [3], [7] is well known :

Theorem 2.1. a) The set B"") is a closed self-adjoint ideal of 
心；

b) If< A, B >= £辭日 < Aen,Ben〉= tr(B*A) = for A
and B in 如아。, then < , > is an inner product on &(h) and 场(亢) 
is a Hilbert space with respect to this inner product, where {en} is any 
orthonormal basis for H.

Theorem 2.2. IfT e 6(") and A G &(〃)，then ||TA||2 < ||T|| ||A||2, 
M치I2 = MH, \\at\\2 < \\t\\\\a\\2.

Let A, B in £(7Y), from Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 2.2, we can 
define an operator J in £(电아0) by

JX = AXB,

which is due to Berberian in [2], Evidently, ||[지| < ||A||||B|| and its 
adjoint J* is given by

J*X = A*XB*

because of

< J*X,Y > =< X, JY >=< X, AYB >=切(Q4YB)*X)
=tr(XB*Y*A*) = ir(A*XB*r*) =< A*XB*,Y > .

If A > 0 and B > 0, then JT > 0 and = A^XB^ since

< JX,X> = tr(AXBX*) = tr{A^XBX*A^

=切((对XB*)(扉XB*)*) > 0.

Lemma 2.3. If A and B* are k-quasihyponormal, then the operator 
J in」C(32(”))defined by JX = AXB is also k-quasihyponormal.
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Proof. For every X G ^(W), we have

=,4*fc+1ylfc+1XBfc+1B*fc+1 一 A*kAA*AkXBkB*BB*k

=(A*k+1Ak+1 - A^kAA*Ak)XBk+1B*k+1

+ A*kAA^AkX(Bk+1B*k+1 一 BkB*BB*k).

In this case, since A and B* are fc-quasihyponormal, it follows that

〈。4*바顼서」- A*kAA*Ak)XBk+1B*k+1,X^

tr ((4서'*+i _ A*kAA*Ak)XBk+1B*k+1X*^

서七4*+i -，셔七M*对泸XB바i)

(Q4* 바顷*+1 — 厶电아 1)*)

> 0

and

^(A*kAA*AkX(Bk+1B*k+1 - BkB*BB*k),X、)

= (^A*AkX(Bk+1B*k+1 - B話*BB*저), 厶*#X〉

=tr (^A*AkX(Bk+1B*k+1 - 吃4)

= 切((左七砂X(B바서」一 召勺B*BB**)*)

(A*AkX(Bk+1B*k+1-BkB*BB*k^y^

> 0.

Therefore, J is also fc-quasihyponormal.
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=(B*-1)fc+1(I - 3*3-柘*一13)(81)바 1 > 0,

Lemma 2.4. If B is invertible k-quasihyponormal, then B-1 is also 
k-quasihyponormal.

Proof, Since B is fc-quasihyponormal, B*“(B*B—BB*)B* =
」까中 - B^kBB^Bk) > 0. Thus, we have

-1 = (B*F)T(B*’더」酣+1 - B**BB*B")(B*Bk)T
> 0.

Since A> I implies A~r < I, we have < I.
Therefore, we have

_1矿-1

which completes the proof.

Theorem 2.5. If A is k-quasihyponormal and B* is invertible k- 
quasihyponormal such that AX = XB for any operator X in £(冼(”))， 
thenA^X^XB\

Proof. Let J be 나le operator on」&2(处) defined by JX = AXB^1 
Since (B*)-1 = (.B-1)* is k・quas가lyponormal by Lemma 2.4. 3 is also 
fc-quasihyponormal by Lemma 2.3. The hypothesis AX = XB implies 
JX = AXB~l = X and this relation yields ||3*X|| = <
||jfc+ij^|| = ii^u by k-quasihyponormality of J. Since < JX, X > — 
||X||2, we have ||J*X — X||2 < ||X||2 - 2||X||2 + ||X||2 = 0 and this 
implies = X. Hence, we obtains j4*X(B-1)* = 3*X = X. There
fore, A*X = XB* which is the desired relation.
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